
Smart Ambulances 

Exploring Futures of  
Emergency Medical Services



I’m practicing medicine 
out of a backpack 
without a safety net
“

”BILL BRANDT 



PROBLEM STATEMENT

How can we improve the 
front-of-ambulance transport 
experience?



Overview of  
Generative Research



AMBULANCE TOUR



3 stakeholder workshops 

Engineer 

EMT in training 

EMS Crew Chiefs & Paramedic

WORKSHOP



COLLAGE



JOURNEY MAP



ROLEPLAYING + FLEXIBLE MODELING



Insights & Implications



There’s an overload of 
information inside an 
ambulance.”
“



we found that… so the CUI should…

EMS professionals need to 
multi-task 

Rely on a variety of signals 
to gather information

Not to reduce information 
but to contextualize it 

Provide the right info at the 
right time and way



It’s good to hear what’s 
happening around the city.”“



we found that… so the CUI should…

Extraneous information 
sometimes aids spatial 
awareness and build 
camaraderie 

Some noise is “good” noise

Reduce amount of 
aural information 

Provide information in 
a multi-modal format 

Amplify “good” noises



A look or gesture should 
be enough.”“



we found that… so the CUI should…

Trust established through 
reliability 

Communication through 
gestures, facial cues, and 
body language 

Successful task completion 
is key 

Communicate proactively 

Pick up on non-verbal cues 

Evolve over time



You have to believe in 
yourself. You have to be 
the best.”
“



we found that… so the CUI should…

EMS professionals are 
confident in and proud of 
their expertise 

Experience gaps between 
partners exist 

Prefer partnerships which 
complement their skills

Acknowledge the ability of 
the EMS professional 

Fill knowledge gaps



If someone runs into you, 
it’s still your fault.”“



we found that… so the CUI should…

It’s difficult to drive when 
you are breaking the rules 
intentionally   

Indicators that you are 
breaking the rules increase 
stress

Provide navigation 
assistance 

Monitor (and regulate) road 
conditions 



Sometimes when we arrive 
we realize the information 
was wildly incorrect.”
“



we found that… so the CUI should…

Info is lost in translation 
between person in need 
and EMTs 

In a high stress situation, it 
is hard to change 
communication style for 
the benefit of the receiver 

Recognize repeating 
patterns  

Deduce required info based 
on what is provided



You can’t always be at a 
10. You need moments of 
relaxation too.

“
”



we found that… so the CUI should…

The job can be emotionally 
and mentally taxing 

EMS professionals seek 
lighter moments between 
periods of high stress

Provide outlets for 
stress relief 



Themes



  
CUI as co-pilot or team-mate 

  
CUI as mediator or facilitator 

 
CUI as a friend or therapist

Safe navigation & transport  

Coordination, planning & communication  

Stress relief  



Directions



Around user disembodied as the 
environment itself 

With user embodied as an 
expressive companion 

On user as a device that lacks 
agency 



Next Steps



GENERATIVE WORKSHOPS (PHASE 2) 

Ride-alongs & Shadowing 

Exploring forms and interactions 

Identifying & storyboarding scenarios 

EVALUATIVE RESEARCH 

Prototyping and testing with EMS professionals  



AROUND USER WITH USER ON USER


